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ABSTRACT
Duplicate and false identity records are quite common in identity management systems due to unintentional errors or intentional deceptions. Identity resolution is to uncover identity records that are co-referent to the same real-world individual. In this paper we introduce a
COTS (Commercial off-the-self) product based solution of identity resolution that discovers individual’s identity and discovers relationships
of individuals to other individuals or entities by analyzing disparate sets of data. Solution would be capable of determining relationships with
individual and would provide the features like Semantic resolution of identities (means that heuristics are used to match records that refer
to the same person, even when their name/address/social are misspelled, or have transposed digits, etc., Anonymous data sharing (ensures
privacy and security ), Non-obvious relationship, detection-including out to 30 degrees of separation and Risk rating based upon its relationship.
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1. INTRODUCTION

T

HE world is moving towards major shift of digitization from paper-based documents and recording everything as electronic records. Due to the ease of generating identity records and lack of sufficient verification or validation during data entry processes,
duplicate and false identity records become quite common in electronic systems. In many practices of identity management and
collection processing systems, especially those that require integrating multiple data sources, it is often inevitable and tedious to deal
with the problem of identity duplication. In banking system, every day, we do number of payment transactions but we cannot identify how particular transaction used- whether it is used for personal use or to feed some sort of terrorism. Particularly, finding an effective solution to this problem is extremely critical in fighting crime and terrorism to enforce national security. Criminals and terrorists
often assume fake identities using either fraudulent or legitimate means so as to hide their true identity. In a number of cases documented by government reports, terrorists in different countries are known to commit identity crimes, such as falsifying passports and
baptismal certificates, to facilitate their financial operations and execution of attacks, either in the real world or in the cyber space [1,
2]. The problem of an individual having multiple identities can easily mislead intelligence and law enforcement investigators [3].
Therefore, to determine whether an individual is who they claim to be is essential in the mission of counterterrorism to identify potential terrorists and prevent terrorism acts from occurring [4]. Identity resolution is a process of semantic reconciliation that determines whether a single identity is the same when being described differently [5]. The goal of resolution is to detect duplicate identity
records that refer to the same individual in the real world. Over the years, researchers in the areas of database and statistics have
proposed many different techniques to tackle this problem. Traditional resolution techniques rely on key attributes such as identification numbers, names and date-of-birth to detect matches. These attributes are commonly used for they are simple describers of an
individual and often available in most record management systems [6, 7]. However, such personal identity attributes also vary in
terms of availability and reliability across different systems. These attributes are not always accurate due to various reasons such as
unintentional entry errors and intentional deception [6]. In the context of cybersecurity, it is much easier and more common for criminals to fake identities to cover their traces.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first review identity theories and concept. Next, we introduce proposed resolution framework based on COTS product. We report benefits of solution using sample case study along with real 9/11 case study
(based on facts available on public forums). Finally, we conclude the paper with a summary.

2. IDENTITY THEORIES AND CONCEPT
In this section, we review identity resolution theories, with a focus on the identity attributes.

2.1 ENTITY RESOLUTION AND IDENTITY RESOLUTION
Identity resolution is a special type of entity resolution that specializes in identity management. Entity resolution is also known as
record linkage and deduplication in the areas of statistics and database management. Record linkage, originated in the statistics
community, is used to identify those records in one or multiple datasets that refer to the same real-world entity [8]. Entity resolution
has traditionally focused on attribute matching. Attribute matching is an approach whereby one examines the attributes (features) of
two identities to see if they match up. However, the events of the world are now increasingly represented in digital form, allowing us
to see not only the subjects in which we are interested, but also the objects with which those subjects interact. This means that in
addition to having access to the attributes of subjects, we can capture their relationships to other objects, providing a richer view of
the environment.
Relational entity resolution has been gaining more attention recent days in terms of study, however the majority of this work on relational entity resolution assumes that one knows the relationships between the entities. There have been multiple efforts [9], [10],
[11] in the social media domain that show how entities can be resolved using lists of followers or friends. However, for multiple applications in the real world, the picture is not so neat. Fraudsters don’t publish lists of their co-conspirators—their conspirators must be
inferred by observing their behavior.

2.2 AN EXAMPLE OF ENTITY RESOLUTION VS. IDENTITY RESOLUTION
Entity resolution and identity resolution are terms associated with record linkage, data matching, and deduplication. Even though
these terms are often used interchangeably, there is a subtle, but important difference, in meaning. The difference revolves around
the use of the words “entity” and “identity.”
In an entity resolution context, the definition of an entity is more narrowly defined than its general use. In entity resolution, “entity”
denotes a real-world object that is distinguishable from other objects of the same type, i.e. objects having distinct identities. The
same entities are often the subject of master data management (MDM) such as customers, patients, students, organizations, prod-
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ucts, events, and locations.
Here is where the nuance comes in with the word “identity.” In particular, it is the idea of “known identity” versus “distinct identity.”
Perhaps this is best illustrated by a simple example related to crime solving.
Suppose there has been a burglary at a business. The police investigate and find a number of fingerprints. When the police laboratory examines the prints, they discover that there are two distinct sets of fingerprints from two different people. We know the burglars
are people, and these people have distinct identities, but at this point the police don’t actually “know” those identities. However,
after sending the fingerprints to the FBI, the burglars are identified because their prints are in a database of previously convicted
criminals.
So, let’s put this story in the context of data integration. The fingerprints are “references” to the persons who left them. The fingerprints are not themselves persons, but only references to persons. Similarly, the records we create in information systems to describe
entities such as customers or patients are simply references to those customers or students, not the actual persons. Entity resolution
is the process of determining whether two entity references are for the same entity, or for different entities. So, in our example, what
the police did in their local laboratory was entity resolution. They sorted out the fingerprints into two groups referencing two different people.
On the other hand, identity resolution is resolving an entity reference against a collection of known identities. In our crime example,
the FBI performed identity resolution. They took the fingerprints from the police and matched them against fingerprints of known
criminals, i.e. known identities. Identity resolution is sometimes referred to as “recognition” as in “customer recognition.” From this
perspective, identity resolution can be considered a special case of entity resolution in which one of the two references being resolved is from a known identity.

2.3 IDENTITY ATTRIBUTES
Based on the identity theories from the social science literature, an individual’s identity is considered to have two basic components,
namely a personal identity and a social identity. A personal identity is one’s self-perception as an individual, whereas a social identity
is one’s biographical history that builds up over time *12+. In particular, one’s personal identity may include personal information given at birth (e.g., name, date and place of birth), personal identifiers (e.g., social security number), physical descriptions (e.g., height,
weight), and biometric information (e.g., fingerprint, DNA). In contrast, a social identity is concerned with one’s existence in a social
context. Social identity theories consist of psychological and sociological views. The psychological view defines a social identity as
one’s self-perception as a member of certain social groups such as nation, culture, gender identification, and employment [13, 14].
The sociological view focuses on “the relationships between social actors who perform mutually complementary roles (e.g., employeremployee, doctor-patient)” *15]. While psychological view deals with large-scale groups, the sociological view emphasizes the rolebased interpersonal relationships among people [16]. These two views combined together provide a more complete concept for understanding a social identity at levels of social context. Traditional identity resolution methods primarily rely on personal identity
attributes such as name, gender, date of birth, and identification numbers mostly because they are commonly available as identifiers
in record management systems.
These attributes, however, may suffer from data quality problems such as unintentional errors [17], intentional deception [6], and
missing data [7]. Biometric features such as fingerprints and DNA also belong to the category of personal attributes. Although they
are considered as more reliable, they are not available or accessible due to issues such as high costs and confidentiality in most systems. A study conducted by the United Kingdom Home office [18] suggests that identity crimes usually involve the illegal use or alteration of those personal identity components. The low data quality in fact-based personal attributes can severely jeopardize the
performance of identity resolution [7]. Individuals are not isolated but interconnected to each another in a society. The social context
associated with an individual can be clues that reveal his or her undeniable identity. Recognizing the limitations of personal attributes, many recent studies have started exploiting social context information such as social behaviors and relationships for identity
resolution.

3. INDENTITY AND RELATIONSHIP RESOLUTION APPROACH
Solution proposes highly robust and scalable Identity and Relationship Resolution whereby system can connect data (through collection processing system) with a view to understand possible identity matches and non-obvious relationships across the reports. Solution would analyze all of the information relating to individuals and/or entities, and would apply likelihood and probability scoring to
determine which identities are a match and what, if any, non-obvious relationships exist between those identities.
Identity and relationship resolution engine would be used to uncover risk and fraudulent records by applying business intelligence to
the resolved identities and their relationships. Solution would help below-
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1) Matching with the pre-defined lists
2) Identify reports which pertain to same entity.
3) Capture all possible relationships.
4) Analyze relationships to form closely linked entities.
5) Perform search to retrieve records with similar parameters.
During the Collection Processing Solution, all the reports would be matched against the list of know entities with higher risks and
based on the confidence threshold achieved in the match the report would be flagged for the priority processing.
Proposed approach addresses Identity and Relationship resolution by using IBM Entity analytics solution. The solution helps in identifying and analyzing all the relationships by answering two basic questions

3.1 WHO IS WHO?
Identity Resolution resolves inconsistent, ambiguous identity and attributes information into a single resolved entity across multiple
data sets, despite deliberate attempts to confuse or misrepresent individual identity. It does this by matching up information in
common between supposedly-different individuals to discover that they are the same person.

3.2 WHO KNOWS WHO?
Entity Analytics Relationship resolution establishes obscure relationships between distinguishes individual identities – thus improving
fraud finding and reporting capabilities thus enhancing the capabilities. Relationship Resolution extends the value of existing information assets by linking unique resolved identities to outside obvious and non-obvious entities to establish relationships to individuals or organizations and uncover social, professional, value, and criminal networks. It does this by finding for example addresses and
phone numbers in common between pairs of individuals and then traverses the network of related people to see who is a friend-ofa-friend as it were.

4. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
The below fig shows the details and interactions related to the Identity relations Resolution. Solution uses COTS Products for the IRR

IRR solution is triggered from the Collection processing system. This system collects data from various data sources
Case 1: Any critical data is reported
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Case 2: Any Report matches known entity
Case 3: After all the records are processed by the collection processing system
In all the three cases after the Collection processing script is processed. It triggers the script for IRR application.
In Case 1 & Case 2 only the flagged entities are processed on priority and the relationship is established with the known entities and
IRR database is enriched. The script only updates the records flagged for priority processing by the Collection processing Application.
Script is triggered immediately after the reports are matched against know entities.
After the IRR application enriches the data for all reports designated for priority processing it would trigger the scripts for Risk Management System (not discussed in this paper) to initiate the processing of pre-defined rules to associate risk with each report.
In Case 3 After all the records are processed by the collection processing system the script triggers the Identity and relationship resolution application to identify all the common entities, (legal and individual)and detail the relationship amongst the known entities.
Subsequently it triggers the scripts to process the records based on rules in Risk Management Solution.
User Interactions: Users can interact with the IRR results and database via IRR visualization utility which GUI tool
 To configure the parameters for building relationship / clusters,
 Modify the parameters and associated weightings.
 Modify the identified relationships
 Define the degree of relationship to be established amongst the entities.
 Ability to traverse and find relationship through rich visual interface.
 Interface to define and configure search parameters and thresholds for matching names and address
 To access and retrieve the reports, clusters for manual identity and relationship resolution based on parameters
 Ability to search on group and cluster Modes

5. FEATURES
This section covers the key features of the proposed Identity and Relationship Resolution System though a step by step example. We
first look at the key features & then move on to the exampleIDENTITY RESOLUTION (IDENTIFIED “WHO IS WHO?”)
5.1 IDENTIFY REPORTS WHICH PERTAIN TO SAME ENTITY
It resolves inconsistent, ambiguous identity and attributes information into a single resolved entity across multiple data sets, despite
deliberate attempts to confuse or misrepresent individual identity. It does this by matching up information in common between
supposedly-different individuals to discover that they are the same person.
5.2 UNIQUELY IDENTIFY SINGLE ENTITY FROM MULTIPLE CUSTOMER
Unlike conventional name and address matching, data quality, or CDI (customer data integration) technologies, which can be used to
identify that Mr. A. Kumar is the same as Arvind Kumar, say, because they have the same address and/or telephone number, Identity
Resolution resolves data against any of the attributes that pertain to the individual or organization under consideration. The Identity
Resolution process determines whether multiple records, which appear to describe different individuals or organizations, are actually
records for a single resolved identity, even with different name variations.
5.3 MORE THAN UNIQUELY IDENTIFY SINGLE ENTITY FROM MULTIPLE RECORDS
Solution would be designed such that all records are retained separately in Identity Resolution thus it supports multiple views of an
individual rather than the conventional single view; or perhaps it would be better to say that it supports every version of the truth. If
one thinks in terms of criminals or terrorists, these people often have multiple identities and for system purposes it is important to
understand the various aliases that a person may have.
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5.4 ABILITY TO MODIFY THE WEIGHTINGS TO THE MATCHING PARAMETERS
Proposed solution includes an interface to configure and standardize the weight associated with each parameter used for matching
the entities. Proposed Entity analytics Identity Resolution has capability for an advanced heuristic matching technique, designed to
identity unique records.
5.5 THRESHOLD CONFIGURATION
Thresholds are configured using the Configuration Console and are an integral part of a resolution rule. Thresholds are defined for
each matching parameter are instrumental in defining a rule.
5.6 REAL-TIME REPORT PROCESSING
Proposed COTS solution Identity Resolution, supports event stream processing, thus providing the real time capability such that
whenever a record is received Identity Resolution immediately compares it with its database to see if it 1) matches an existing record,
2) is new and requires the creation of a new record (which is done automatically)
5.7 HISTORICAL DATABASE ENRICHMENT
Proposed Identity Resolution solution retains all pertinent records it builds up a history or ‘timeless view’ as opposed to a snapshot
of each individual or company in this database over time. This would result in better analysis along with better resolution process
that itself becomes gradually more accurate, because there is more data to make comparisons with. Thus it will have all the entries of
the attributes like address, phone number , PAN number etc. which were submitted by for example Arvind Kumar. Thus any time
Arvind Kumar hits the system(s), the Identity resolution uses the attribute for resolution. Apart from the resolution benefit, it can
also have a complete track of the information of Arvind Kumar over the years.
5.8 RICH LIBRARY OF STANDARD RULES, CONTEXTS AND LOCALE INFORMATION
The matching technology in Identity Resolution is excellent. The reason for this is that, in simple terms, it understands context (as an
analogy, this is comparable to the use of natural language search mechanisms as opposed to those that are purely statistical)
Identity relationship is explained in details using the following example [19]
Step 1: 1st Record in the Database
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Step 2: 2nd Record Received in Database for Identity Resolution

Inference: No meaning correlation between records
Step 3: 3rd Record Received in Database for Identity Resolution

Inference: Identity #2 is identity #1 – Identities are conjoined
Step 4: IRR Engine Accumulates References and enhances database
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Step 5: 4th Record Received

Inference: Identity of #4 established
RELATIONSHIP RESOLUTION (IDENTIFIED “WHO KNOWS WHO?”)
The use of IBM Relationship Resolution which extends the value of existing information assets by linking unique resolved identities to
outside obvious and non-obvious entities to establish relationships to individuals or organizations and uncover social, professional,
value, and criminal networks.
It does this by finding for example addresses and phone numbers in common between pairs of individuals and then traverses the
network of related people to see who is a friend-of-a-friend as it were. Relation Resolution is superset of Identity resolution.
The relationship resolution would define the relationships by comparing addresses, phone numbers, e-mail addresses, names, surnames and any other characteristics it can discover across multiple individuals. Identity Resolution leverages every identity attribute,
it provides Relationship Resolution with multiple linkage points from which it can make connections or discover linkages between
unique identities.
Relationship resolution is not just done on the basis of a snapshot (as conventional matching does) but it continues this process on
the historical and multiple identities associated with the entity.
Relationship Resolution would be able to do things like determine that Mr. Naval and Ms Smitha live in the same house and share the
same phone number. It may or not be able to determine whether they are partners, or that Sharma is the married name of Mr. Ajay’
sister, or that they are simply flat-mates, depending on the other data that is available. However, Relationship Resolution is not limited to house holding. For example, you might establish that Mr. Naval and Ms Smitha work in the same office or that they attended
the same school. As another example, the software could also determine that your employee, Mr Jason Quilby- Leach, is also the
owner of JQL International Ltd from whom you purchase all your left-handed widgets, for example. This may or may not be an issue
but you would certainly like to know about it. Similarly, Mr. Naval might be a person working for Prime Minister Security while Ms
Smitha is facing charges of National Security.
IBM Relationship Resolution seeks out and integrates non-obvious relationships between service seekers, with historical passport
records, transient passport service request data and any internal and external source to determine potential value or potential danger - even if an individual is trying to hide or disguise their identity.
With the help of IBM Relationship resolution product a case study post infamous Sep 11 was conducted. Solution was able to establish the relationship of all the engaged participants within third degree of relationship.
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6. IBM CASE STUDY –@ WORK – SOLVING THE 9/11 MYSTERY
Once the data related to all the known people involved in the 9/11 were made available, IBM conducted a case study [19] to find the
relationship between the individuals based on the public data available.
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7. CONCLUSION
As our ability to collect data about the world has expanded, identity and relationship resolution has become increasingly important
for combating fraud and for understanding complex environments with multiple data sources. In this paper, we focused on the task
of entity resolution in relational environments. In relational environments, besides having attributes, entities relate to other entities,
and those relations can be used to help resolve entities. We presented sample example of identity resolution along with IBM case
study on 9/11 incident. To present the benefits we used IBM tools for identity and relationship resolution which are built on industry
standard algorithms and business rules. .
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